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Abstract

This contribution describes the results of impurity seeding experiments using neon gas injection into the private ¯ux

zone of an ohmically heated TCV single null lower, deuterium fuelled, open divertor con®guration. In these ®rst ex-

periments, neon has been injected under feedback control on the intensity of the UV NeVIII line at 77 nm. Mea-

surements of the dependence of edge temperature and density on �ne at the outboard divertor target show the divertor in

the absence of neon to be operating in the low recycling regime. Neon is observed to penetrate easily into the con®ned

plasma at all densities, increasing core radiation and suppressing radiation in the divertor. This suppression is ac-

companied by reductions of power and particle ¯ux to the divertor target and Da emission in the divertor volume. The

most intense emission is observed in the X-point vicinity and stable discharges have been obtained at radiation frac-

tions, PR=PX, up to 0.75. Values of áZeff ñ� 1.5±2 and áDZeff ñ� 0.25±0.75 are observed at the highest densities for which

the lowest core neon concentrations of �0.5±1.0% are obtained, with áZeff ñ appearing to scale with PR and and �ne

according to the empirical relationship derived by Matthews (G.F. Matthews et al., J. Nucl. Mater. 241±243 (1997)

450). There is evidence for an increase in particle con®nement when neon is injected, with the e�ect being most marked

at the highest densities when the radiated power fractions are highest. Neon injection is also found to be e�ective in

suppressing ohmic H-modes. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An earlier paper [1] described the results of recycling

studies on TCV (R� 0.89 m, a� 0.25 m, B/� 1.43 T)

performed using a reference single null lower (SNL)

diverted con®guration particularly well suited to the

edge diagnostics both presently available and planned.

Density ramp experiments up to the density limit in this

type of discharge with no external impurity injection

have produced only partial detachment very close to the

outboard strike point at the highest densities (there are

presently no reliable measurements at the inner strike

point). To provoke a greater degree of detachment,

impurity seeding experiments have been performed

using neon gas injection, primarily because the recycling

nature of neon makes for easier control of injected im-

purities. In coronal equilibrium, the neon emissivity

peaks at rather high temperatures (Te� 40 eV [2]), so

that radiation from neon would not be expected to be

con®ned to the TCV divertor region in the absence of

any additional heating to increase the edge temperature.

The results presented here corroborate this simple ex-

pectation and, whilst divertor detachment is easily

achieved when neon is injected, it is due rather to a

strong reduction in the power ¯ow reaching the edge

plasma than to the processes of momentum removal and

recombination seen in the divertors of larger machines

characterised by strong, parallel ®eld gradients of ne and

Te [3].
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2. Experiment

The rather open geometry of the diverted discharge

(j95� 1.6, d95� 0.35) used in this study is shown in

Fig. 1. Graphite protection tiles covered �65% of the

vacuum vessel internal surface area and the last bo-

ronisation was performed some 800 tokamak discharges

before the start of these experiments. Neon is injected

from the lower inside corner of the vessel, directly into

the private zone of the SNL equilibrium, with the deu-

terium gas fuelling (controlled by density feedback)

through a lower middle port. A visible OMA spec-

trometer observes emission from the NeIII (Ne2�) line at

259 nm and a VUV spectrometer that from the NeVIII

(Ne7�) line at 77 nm. For these experiments, neither the

spectrometers nor the neon gas in¯ux were absolutely

calibrated so that details of the neon particle inventory

are unfortunately unavailable. The neon gas ¯ux rate is

feedback controlled using the intensity of the NeVIII

line such that higher plasma densities lead to lower core

plasma neon concentrations, CNe, for ®xed line intensity.

Outboard divertor target parameters are measured

with an array of tile mounted, domed single Langmuir

probes and a scanning IR TV camera viewing the vessel

¯oor from above. An array of 5 total radiation bolo-

meter cameras with a maximum of 64 viewing chords is

used to tomographically reconstruct the 2-D radiation

distribution (across the full poloidal cross-section). Soft

X-ray emission is also monitored using a similar camera

array with somewhat higher spatial resolution. Line in-

tegrated measurements of IR Bremsstrahlung for view-

ing chords passing through the plasma core [4] are

combined to provide áZeff ñ, the volume averaged e�ec-

tive charge, values of which can be compared with those

computed from analysis of the soft X-ray emission.

Discharges have been run almost exclusively at

Ip� 280 kA, with a few at Ip� 380 kA and in all cases

the ÑB drift is directed away from the X-point. The

curves to the right of Fig. 1 show the variation with line

average central density, �ne in the absence of neon, of ne

and Tÿ3=2
e for a probe located an average of 5±6 cm from

the outboard strike point, corresponding to 4±5 mm

from the separatrix at the outside midplane. At this

position in the scrape-o� layer (SOL), the midplane to

outboard target plate connection length, Lcon � 26 m

for Ip� 280 kA with a ¯ux expansion of 11. The linear

dependence on density seen in both cases is what would

be expected if the divertor were operating in the sheath

limited, or low recycling regime [3]. For the data of

Fig. 1, Lcon=kee � 5 and so the outboard SOL is only

mildy collisional in these discharges.

3. Results

3.1. Time variation of a single discharge

A series of L-mode discharges at Ip� 280 kA have

been performed in which the plasma density is varied for

two values of the feedback NeVIII line intensity, with

the highest value being approximately double the lowest.

The two levels are chosen empirically on the basis of the

e�ect observed on the divertor plasma (Section 3.2).

Fig. 2 illustrates the time history for a discharge in the

group with higher NeVIII feedback intensity. Neon ®rst

enters the discharge at t � 0.55 s, before which the

tomographic reconstruction shows the radiation distri-

bution to be localized at and below the X-point. The 2-D

bolometry data are used in conjunction with the mag-

netic equilibrium reconstruction to separate contribu-

tions to the radiation from inside, PIN
R and outside, POUT

R

the separatrix (the accuracy is limited near the X-point

where spatial resolution is rather poor.) These contri-

butions are plotted in Fig. 2(c), indicating an approxi-

mate ratio of P OUT
R =P IN

R � 2:5 before neon injection.

Note that POUT
R comprises the radiation both below the

X-point and around the main plasma separatrix.

The arrival of neon in the plasma provokes a simul-

taneous decrease in radiation everywhere in the divertor

(there is no smooth movement of a radiation front up to

the X-point) accompanied by a decrease in Da emission

in the divertor (Fig. 2(g)) and a reduction of particle

(Fig. 2(h)) and power ¯ow (Fig. 2(i)) to the outboard

target tiles. The probe power in Fig. 2(i) is computed

assuming Ti�Te and a sheath heat transmission factor,

Fig. 1. (Left) The SNL con®guration used for the neon injec-

tion. (Right) The dependence on �ne in the absence of neon of (a)

ne and (b) Tÿ3=2
e for target Langmuir probe 31 located 5±6 cm

from the outer strike point. (n) Ip � 280 kA, (.) Ip � 380 kA.
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c� 7. The intensities of both the NeIII and NeVIII lines

increase [Fig. 2(f)], P TOT
R increases and P IN

R begins to

increase as P OUT
R decreases (Fig. 2(c)). During the rise

time of the neon gas injection, the NeIII/NeVIII line

ratio [Fig. 2(f)] increases, reaching a peak value at the

maximum of the injected neon gas ¯ux and thereafter

remaining roughly constant as the discharge progresses,

even after the feedback has closed the neon injection

valve. The constancy of the line ratio indicates that no

core impurity accumulation is occurring.

The time at which P OUT
R � P IN

R , corresponds to the

point at which both jsat and Te have decreased by factors

between 3 and 4 across the divertor ¯oor and the edge

plasma is now e�ectively starved of power (the spikes

visible on the Da signal in Fig. 2(g) are due to the now

more pronounced e�ect of sawtooth heat pulses arriving

in the divertor volume). The reduction in divertor den-

sity may also be seen from the behaviour of �ne measured

by an interferometer chord passing vertically through

both the con®ned plasma and the outboard divertor leg

(dashed line in Fig. 2(a)), which attains the same value

after neon as earlier in the discharge before the divertor

is formed at t� 0.43 s.

Beyond the cross-over point in P OUT
R and P IN

R when

the e�ect on the divertor has reached its maximum, the

core plasma parameters begin to be a�ected, with Te(0),

Zeff and �ne all increasing. This indicates that in the early

stages of injection at least, the divertor is partially e�-

cient in shielding the passage of the neon atoms into the

con®ned plasma. Quasi steady-state is attained for

t > 0.9 s, by which time Vloop (not shown) has increased

by 25% relative to its pre-neon value, leading to an

increase in PX (Fig. 2(c)). The radiation is now con-

centrated inside the separatix with áDZeff ñ� 1 (Fig. 2(d)

± IR Bremsstrahlung measurement) and P TOT
R =PX � 0:7

for CNe � nNe=ne � 1%. At t� 1 s, the total radiated

powers inside normalized radius q � 0.55 computed

from bolometry and X-ray emissivity (corrected for the

Berylium ®lter transmission) are in excellent agreement

for this discharge, giving PR � 50 kW. This should be

compared with P IN
R � 190 kW and P TOT

R � 318 kW at the

same time in the discharge. Outside this central region,

the poloidal radiation distribution is strongly asym-

metric and is concentrated in the X-point region.

Thomson scattering measurements at q � 0.95±0.97

show Te and ne there to decrease in the presence of neon.

Since the line averaged density is feedback controlled,

the 15% increase in �ne following neon injection seen in

Fig. 2(a) is rather surprising. In response to this in-

crease, the D2 gas ¯ux falls by �40% (see also Fig. 2(e)),

but the total number of electrons in the discharge re-

mains approximately constant. In fact, for this discharge

the neon injection leads to a peaking of the density

pro®le, with the central density, ne(0), rising from

6 ´ 1019 mÿ3 before neon to 8.5 ´ 1019 mÿ3 in steady-

state with neon present. This, together with the decrease

in Da emission implies an increase in particle con®ne-

ment, sp, although quantitative estimates of the magni-

tude of the increase depend on more detailed knowledge

of the recycling behaviour of both the deuterium and

neon species than is possible with the currently available

measurements. The reduced transparency of the divertor

plasma during neon injection will modify the deuterium

Fig. 2. Time history of relevant signals for TCV shot #13410

showing the plasma response to neon injection for a discharge

with Ip� 280 kA. The 3 vertical dotted lines indicate the times

at which the radiation distributions above the ®gure have been

computed. Details of the meaning of each trace may be found in

the text.
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fuelling e�ciency and it is unclear how the cool edge

in¯uences the neon transport in this region. Similar

pro®le peaking is observed in other discharges in the

series, but the e�ect is always most marked for the

highest densities with high feedback NeVIII line inten-

sity. Such peaking of the density pro®le has also been

observed in the TEXTOR and ASDEX Upgrade to-

kamaks during highly radiative discharges at high �ne

[5,6] with strong additional heating. The phenomena is

currently the subject of some discussion and is not

completely understood.

Associated with the rise in ne(0) is an increase in

electron energy con®nement, sEe, of some 25%. The

combination of changes in sEe, ne(0) and plasma resis-

tivity lead to a change in Te(0) that scales like Te�0� /
�j2�0�sEe=3ecrne�0��2=5

[7], where j(0) is the central cur-

rent density and cr the Spitzer conductivity coe�cient

depending on Zeff�rspitzer � crT 3=2
e �. This relationship has

been used to compute the expected Te(0) for the dis-

charge in Fig. 2 and the result is included with the

measured value in Fig. 2(b). Agreement is clearly ex-

cellent throughout the discharge, demonstrating that

Spitzer resistivity is a good description of the response of

these discharges to the impurity seeding.

3.2. Radiation and Zeff

Fig. 3 illustrates the density dependence of the ratios

P OUT
R =P IN

R and P SOL
R =P DIV

R , where P SOL
R is the radiation

emanating from outside the main plasma separatrix and

P DIV
R that emitted from below the X-point and taken as a

crude measure of the outboard divertor radiation. Data

points are obtained by averaging signals over a 40 ms

time interval centred around time points selected during

steady-state before and after neon injection. No attempt

has been made in these discharges to investigate sys-

tematically the maximum radiation fraction that can be

sustained without disruption.

Since varying the density at ®xed NeVIII line inten-

sity leads automatically to varying neon concentration,

the data in Fig. 3 are grouped into three ranges of CNe.

The latter is obtained from emissivities tabulated as

functions of Te assuming coronal equilibrium using the

IONEQ, ionisation equilibrium and radiation code

(courtesy A. Weller, IPP Garching) [8]. The local neon

concentration is then inferred from the tomographically

reconstructed soft X-ray emission using the tabulated

emissivities for neon, carbon and deuterium and as-

suming that the concentration of carbon remains un-

changed from that prevailing before neon injection. This

calculation yields ¯at Zeff pro®les, with the central val-

ues of Zeff in good agreement with those derived from

line integrated measurements of IR Bremsstrahlung

using the measured density and temperature pro®les.

Neon is clearly e�ective at all densities in switching

the balance of radiation in the edge, with comparatively

smaller concentrations being required to e�ect the switch

as density increases. The Ne7� line intensity is also evi-

dently a direct indicator of the main plasma radiation

level (and has been used in other experiments for feed-

back on P IN
R [9]), in agreement with the IONEQ simu-

lations showing the maximum radiative power of the

Ne7� species to occur at Te � 50 eV for these discharges.

This corresponds to the temperature measured just in-

side the separatrix by Thomson scattering.

The two groups of discharges are clearly visible in

Fig. 3. For the case of no neon injection and for the

lowest of the two feedback line intensities,

P OUT
R =P IN

R P 1. In the latter case, the e�ect on the di-

vertor plasma of the neon injection is less marked, with

Fig. 3. Variation of the ratio P OUT
R =P IN

R (a) and P SOL
R =P DIV

R

(b) with �ne for di�erent e�ective neon concentrations at Ip�
280 kA. The approximate real concentrations (in % of the total

number of electrons) derived from IR Bremsstrahlung and soft

X-rays are: (m) No neon, (.) 0.25 < CNe6 1.2, (¨)

1.2 < CNe6 2, (n) 2 < CNe6 2.5. To improve statistics, several

points have been extracted from di�erent times in each dis-

charge but always during steady-state before and after neon

injection.
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decreases in edge Te and ne of a factor of 2 maximum

noted close to the separatrix but not elsewhere in the

outboard divertor fan. Radiation fractions are thus

lower and the SOL is less starved of power. At the higher

feedback line intensity (the discharge of Fig. 2 is a good

example), P OUT
R =P IN

R < 1; P SOL
R =P DIV

R > 1 and the di-

vertor no longer contributes signi®cantly to the total

radiation balance.

In Fig. 4, the observed values of áZeff ñ from IR

Bremsstrahlung are plotted against the scaling due to

Matthews [10]:

Zeff � 1� 5:6
PRZ0:19

S1:03�n1:95
e

 !
with S the plasma surface area (�11 m2 for these dis-

charges), Z� 10 for neon, �ne is units of 1020 mÿ3 and PR

in MW. Radiation from the divertor and main plasma

regions has not been separated in computing PR since

the contribution from the inner divertor (with short

connection lengths to the wall in the poloidal plane) is

di�cult to extract reliably given the poor spatial reso-

lution of the bolometry array in this region. The data

cover a broad range of áZeff ñ, with the largest values

corresponding to the lowest densities where CNe is

highest and for which áDZeff ñ � 2.5. They have been

crudely separated according to the ratio of edge to main

plasma radiation distribution (Fig. 3(a)). Agreement is

generally good in all cases, but, for this limited database

at least, appears to be somewhat better for those dis-

charges at lower feedback NeVIII line intensity with

more equal distribution of radiation inside and outside

the separatrix and hence less marked e�ect on the power

conducted to the divertor targets.

3.3. Neon and ohmic H-mode

Despite the unfavourable ÑB drift direction, ohmic

H-mode transitions have been observed in some of the

discharges at Ip� 380 kA into which neon was injected.

The traces in Fig. 5 summarize one such example in

which neon ®rst enters the plasma at 0.55 s, reaching a

Fig. 4. Comparison of the measured volume averaged Zeff with

the scaling due to Matthews [10] for shots with neon injection

(Z� 10 assumed). The data are separated according to the main/

edge plasma radiation distribution and include discharges at

Ip � 280 kA and 380 kA. (n) P OUT
R =P IN

R > 1; (.) P OUT
R =P IN

R < 1.

Fig. 5. TCV discharge #13459 with Ip� 380 kA in which an

ohmic H-mode (L±H transition at t� 0.273 s) is terminated by

neon injection beginning at t� 0.55 s. The time of the H±L

transition is indicated by the vertical dashed line. (a) �ne along

the central chord, (b) Da for a chord passing vertically through

the machine center, (c) separated components of radiation

distribution, (d) volume averaged Zeff , (e) NeIII, NeVIII line

intensities and their ratio, (f) Isat to a target probe located 2±3

cm from the outboard strike point.
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®nal concentration of �0.5% in the plateau phase. The

H-mode transition occurs at 0.27 s, when the X-point is

®rst formed, followed by a short ELM-free period and

then a burst of ELMs before the H±L transition at 0.6 s

(see the Da trace in Fig. 5(b)). The radiation fractions in

Fig. 5(c) illustrate how P DIV
R � P SOL

R throughout the

discharge and how P OUT
R � P SOL

R � P DIV
R � 2P IN

R during

the ELMing phase before neon is injected. Later, with

neon present, P OUT
R � P IN

R and the impurity concentra-

tion is insu�cient to produce complete detachment at

the edge. This can also be seen in the Langmuir probe

current to probe 30, located �2 cm from the strike point,

which remains at a high level following the H±L tran-

sition (Fig. 5(f)).

The ELMs are e�ective in reducing the initial density

rise during the ELM-free period, establishing an equi-

librium density of �ne � 6:5� 1019 mÿ3 before neon in-

jection (Fig. 5(a)). As in the example discharge of Fig. 2,

both the NeVIII and NeIII line intensities (Fig. 5(e))

increase simultaneously when the neon is injected. On

this occasion, however, there is a rapid increase in the

ratio NeIII/NeVIII coincident with the H±L transition,

presumably re¯ecting changes in the edge temperature

pro®le due to the change in con®nement. Following the

transition, the radiation inside the separatrix climbs

steeply, despite the density decrease due to the transition

to L-mode, leading to áDZeff ñ � 0.25 with respect to the

value at the transition. It would thus appear that rela-

tively low quantities of injected neon su�ce to extin-

guish these ohmic H-modes, probably because the power

crossing the separatrix is no longer su�cient to sustain

the high con®nement mode.

4. Conclusions

Impurity seeding experiments have been performed

in TCV using neon injection under feedback control on

the intensity of the NeVIII UV line at 77 nm. The chosen

reference discharge is a single null lower diverted con-

®guration with Ip� 280 kA and for which the outboard

divertor plasma (where measurements have been made)

is in the low recycling regime at all densities studied.

Neon injection provokes rapid modi®cations to the

plasma radiation distribution, making its way unhin-

dered into the con®ned plasma at all densities and

leading to a stable highly radiating zone in the vicinity of

the X-point. At su�ciently high radiation fractions, the

scrape-o� layer becomes starved of power, leading to a

loss of power and particles at the divertor target plates

and radiation in the divertor volume. In these cases,

peaking of the plasma density pro®le is observed, im-

plying an increase in particle con®nement although

further work is required to quantify the changes in re-

cycling resulting from the strong e�ect of neon on the

divertor plasma. The measured values of Zeff for these

discharges are generally in agreement with the scaling of

Matthews [10] with indications that agreement is best for

cases in which the radiated power fractions are lower

and the e�ect on the edge plasma less marked. For those

discharges containing a transition to ohmic H-mode,

neon injection appears to be e�cient in provoking an H±

L transition, presumably due to a reduction in the power

crossing the separatrix.
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